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Regardless of whether you're a seasoned professional in a large
institution, a funding organization, or a part time volunteer at a small
grassroots agency, the job of grants management involves a difficult
balancing act; ensuring that program staff have the resources and
latitude to accomplish mission objectives while also responding to
the challenges of improving processes and maintaining compliance.
ProSidian Consulting offers outsourced Grants Program
Management & Administration Services infrastructure as well as
skilled professionals to support writing grants, administration,
reporting, compliance and operations. Our comprehensive Grants
Program Management Services clients meet mission-critical
requirements in the most efficient and cost-effective manner
possible.

End-to-End
Grants Program
Management &
Administration
Services
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Grants Program Management &
Administration Services
Today’s grantors and grantees are challenged with efficiently and effectively administering and monitoring their
grants, while at the same time meeting today’s heightened expectations for better accountability and transparency of
government grants programs and taxpayer dollars. At the same time, the operating environment keeps changing
with increasing requirements imposed by transparency, oversight, tight budgets, resource constraints, and everchanging laws and regulation.
ProSidian Consulting’s Grants Program Management & Administration Services are structured with end-to-end
business processes and solutions for a structured approach aligned to business drivers for improving management &
administration while maintaining compliance. We Help Clients Improve Management & Administration. Grants
Program Stakeholders face two key challenges of limited resources and the balancing act of maintaining compliance
while improving performance.
Demands for increased transparency and open accountability come with added scrutiny and the need to make sure
that each dollar is spent and accounted for properly and each requirement is met. The challenge of compliance and
accountability places Grant-making agencies, grant recipients, and other stakeholders under the microscope when it
comes to fraud, waste, and abuse of public dollars.
With growing public attention and transparency requirements such as the Federal Funding Accountability and
Transparency Act of 2006, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, and the Open Government
Directive of 2009 and 2010—forward-looking Grant Stakeholders can turn to ProSidian Consulting to help them move
forward through an integrated requirements of Grants Program Management & Administration. We have the
capabilities to fulfill strategic, operational, accountability and risk, and technology needs. ProSidian Consulting can
assist with all or any component of the grants lifecycle—from strategy to closeout.

An Integrated Approach For End-To-End Grants Management Support
ProSidian Consulting's approach to grants management
centers on high-level approaches that drive program
success with structured process backed up by the right
solutions for people, process and technology.
We provide grant stakeholders with hands-on support
and advisory services for strategic program
management and tactical support across the grants
lifecycle.
Our experienced teams of dedicated
professionals and former government executives deliver
these services with an eye toward account- ability,
efficiency, and most importantly — results.
To provide our clients with more value, ProSidian
Consulting ’s experienced team offers extensive support
to help Grant Stakeholders meet the increasing
expectations around accountability, transparency and
efficiency.
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Grants Program Management &
Administration Services
Our Grants Program Management & Administration Consultants are multi-disciplinary professionals that provide
responsive, personal client service with a breadth of expertise and resources for project engagements of any
complexity. Our experienced Grants Consultants can guide clients through individual grant programs, institutional
constraints as well as the procedural requirements of funding agencies.
We have established relationships with staff at a variety of agencies, and a track record of collaborating our clients to
successfully secure project funding and provide administrative support whether revenue streams are from privately
sponsored programs, public funds, earned income strategies or any combination of the three. Our clients are better
able to focus scarce resources on programs to achieve mission objectives.

Accountability & Risk Mitigation
Our structured approach supports overall compliance
and oversight and lowers risk.
We help Grant
Stakeholders focus on deliberate, integrated processes
that measure program success, provide monitoring and
compliance strategies, use audit and monitoring
outcomes to inform change, and improve internal
controls.
Through this approach, we can position Grant
Stakeholders to make informed course adjustments and
readily answer questions about your programs with
verifiable information and a focus on achievement. Our
consultants are able to design a structured interactive
approach that manages the change while establishing a
foundation for success and improved, consistent
protocols, tools, in line with data-driven Accountability &
Risk Mitigation.

Grant Administration & Project Mgmt.
We help implement strategic and operations plans or
provide support for any or all parts of the grant
management life cycle. ProSidian Consulting’ provides
tactical support and solutions for process improvement,
program development, communications and stakeholder
relations, training, and technical assistance.
In support of Grant Stakeholder Organizations, we help
tap into process efficiency and, as a result enhance
access to grant funding and processing capacity. Our
Grant Administration & Project Management support
helps clients either fund more grantees or achieve
maximum funding of their mission objectives. Our focus
is to help each client achieve key mission objectives.
Clients seek ProSidian Consulting to provide broad
support to improve their overall operations including
developing or improving standard operating procedures,

developing monitoring plans, improving stakeholder
relations, supporting audit tracking, improving their
capabilities to review budgets
and conduct cash
analysis in timely ways, and more.

Systems & Business Support Solutions
Our IT Effectiveness solutions bring significant
efficiencies and improved controls, while supporting and
enhancing optimal processes. Using information
technology to support your grant processing, we lower
staff burdens and improve quality.
Whether it is
integrating data from disparate systems, defining
requirements building applications, or implementing
COTS solutions, our consultants and Grants
Administration Professionals have the skills and track
record to make Grant Stakeholders more successful.
Clients can turn to ProSidian Consulting’s to build,
maintain, and support Web-based, full life cycle grants
management systems.
Our Systems & Business
Support Solutions allow clients to slash cycle times and
application processing steps so the organization could
refocus operating resources and measure performance
more closely.

Training & Technical Support
We provide Training & Technical Support to Grant
Stakeholder Organizations to design or align overall
policy and operations strategy with the ability to promote,
measure, and point to success toward public policy
goals.
Clients can look to ProSidian to help them build a grants
management capacity from the ground up. We help
determine policy goals, build program capacity, and
stand ready to support the ability to make informed
decisions about which projects to fund and what grants
to pursue.
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Grants Program Management &
Administration Services
Regardless of whether you're a seasoned professional in a large institution, a funding organization, or a part time
volunteer at a small grassroots agency, the job of Grants Management & Administration involves a difficult balancing
act; ensuring that program staff have the resources and latitude to accomplish mission objectives while also
responding to the challenges of improving processes and maintaining compliance.

Our Grants Program Management & Administration Framework - An Integrated Approach
ProSidian Consulting ’s approach to Grants Management & Administration centers on high-level approaches that
drive program success through structured process backed up by the right solutions for people and technology. We
provide our public and private sector clients with hands-on support and advisory services for strategic program
management and tactical support across the grants lifecycle. Our experienced teams of dedicated professionals and
former government executives deliver these services with an eye toward accountability, efficiency, and most
important of all — Results Structured Through End-To-End Business Process Service Offerings .

Our Experience
ProSidian Consulting’s understands that stewardship of Grant
Stakeholder dollars goes beyond compliance. Our integrated approach
combined with deep expertise in Grants Management & Administration
as well as services and solutions for risk, compliance, business process
and training are tailored to the needs of the Grant Stakeholder.
ProSidian Consulting’s Grant Professionals have spent years serving our
grant making clients as well as grantee organizations, policy
administrators and other members of the Grant Stakeholder community.

Contact Us To Discuss
Our Services & Solutions
Adrian Woolcock - Managing Principal
ProSidian Consulting, LLC
solutions@ProSidian.com |
www.ProSidian.com
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